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Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is considered to be one of the increasing diseases in the world. Nobody know the
origin or mechanisms involved to AD, and an effective way of treating the disease does not exist of today.
Chinese medicine have many promising ways to explain the AD pathology and clinical practice shows
interesting results on AD related cognitive aspects, reduced speed on the diseases development, and
relaxation. This article explores AD and Chinese medicine, and the purpose of this article are to create a
rationale for further discussion and development of a proper treatment for AD.2

Alzheimer’s disease is normally explained as an age-related neurodegenerative disorder.1 Clinically we
observe a display of memory problems and cognition impairment, a growth of psychiatric symptoms and
increasing behavioral disorders, and loss of activities of needed in daily living (ADL) as the primary AD
manifestations2. Common pathological indicators of AD are loss of neurons, formation of senile plaques (SP),
and neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs)3. AD is considered to be the most frequent type of senile dementia (SD)
and a huge medical challenge with a prevalence of up to 50% in the age group of 85 years4. One of the
greatest problems with AD is the intricate connection between genetic and environmental factors. 5 About 15
per 1000 persons get dementia, and about 1/3 of this is AD. For every year after 65 years the risk doubles. 6
Interesting enough in less developed regions the prevalence is lower.7,8

AD develops slowly
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a slowly developing, chronic neurodegenerative disease that gets worse over time. We
generally know AD through the common symptoms related to short-time memory problems9; often mistakenly for
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normal ageing10. Over time we find these minor short time memory problems develop to something stronger and the
person starts to get problems with finding words and direction. The mood starts too wary a lot and the person start to
care less about himself. As this develops we find the person to pull away both from the family and the society. With
time we find a loss of bodily functions and in the end – death; normally due to pneumonia, and not directly the AD
degeneration.11 AD sufferers will need assistance to manage even the simplest every day task, if the caretaker

is alone we might predict a lot of pressure. The speed of the progress is normally estimated to on an average
of 3 to 9 years.12 The primer onset of AD is around 65 years of age, and with an estimated 6% of the
population!13,14,15
It is commonly believed that AD is genetically and that about 70% of the risk is purely genetically
conditioned16,17. The other 30% are connected to factors that might lead to this type of problems.18 Most
commonly discussed in literature are head injuries19,20, depression, or hypertension21. Literature also says
that use of the brain, physical exercise and a healthy lifestyle will decrease the risk for AD. Still we have NO
medicine that reduces the risk, reverse the progress or do anything more than a temporary reduction of AD!

AD the estimated 7-9 years’ timeline
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Early brain changes
Decline in thinking
Memory changes; confusion
Inability to bathe, dress and to eat without help
Loss of ability to communicate and to recognize family

It is normal to divide the onset of AD in stages22. Before going in details we need to know that AD is NOT the
same as memory problems in an old person. Everybody will sometimes forget things and not remember
some details. This is considered as normal and is not any sign of AD. Literature divides AD in different stages
and levels. Let us first look at the common four stages of AD.23,24,25

Pre-AD (preclinical stage)
This is the time period before AD really starts showing symptoms. To notice symptoms in this phase you
need to observe the details closely.


Often confused when new things and to stress



Mild cognitive impairment (difficulties) (planning, abstract thinking, mental flexibility and
attentiveness)



Light problems with short term memory
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Problem with the meaning of words



Apathy and minor mental problems (depression, irritability and frustration)



Memory loss is normally seen as the key for AD connection





Reading problems, but read well
Poorer object recognition than before
Poorer direction sense than before

Early stages AD
The person functions independently and interacts properly. Sometimes the person might experience some
memory lapses; forgetting familiar names, words and locations. Close people might notice some details.
Investigations might show some memory and concentration errors.
Common markers of early stage AD:















Forgets more than normal
Language problems. Sometimes difficulties finding the correct name and word.
Reduced vocabulary and verbal fluency
Forgets names of newly introduced people, family and friends.
Everything starts to become more difficult at work and in social settings.
Forgetting recent information
Difficulties in learning and remembering
Increasing problem with executive functions
Some coordination problems related to fine motor tasks might be observed
Putting thing on wrong places
Starts to get confused when extras happen
Problems with arranging the life
Only close people notice these small changes!
The person can still express ideas and thoughts



NOTE: Old memories, learned facts, implicit memory is relatively as before. The problem starts with
new facts and new memories

Middle stage AD
The problems from early stage get worse. Most indicating are greater difficulties to preform easy tasks. The
memory is still relatively strong and functioning. This stage might last for many years, but is slowly getting
worse. Others might notice that the person struggles to find some words and often get frustrated over own
performance on routine tasks. In later middle stage we might start to get manifestations like refusing to
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bath, take off shoes and to change clothes. Perhaps the most visible indicator for close persons is the great
problem in expressing thoughts. The conversations start to be more one directional and the person answers
gradually more simple. The previous complexity slowly fades away. This is indicators for that the nerve cells
start to degenerate and lasting problems enters.

Common markers for middle stage AD:











Forgets episodes and parts of the past
Forgets where they live and important facts
Problems with recalling where they are; become lost or wandering
When a challenging situation occurs the mood might be instable; variations moody and withdrawn
Manifest a new impulsivity and short attention span; as for ADHD
Situational delusions and suspiciousness
Need help with clothes
Sleep pattern might change; Day might become night and night become day
Repetitive behavior like hand-wringing and tissue shredding
Easy to forget new information; memory problem become more visible



Become more and more confused



Sleep pattern changes



Problems with geography (can get lost in a known place)



Less independent in normal everyday tasks



Speech difficulties starts to become visible; incorrect use of words and missing words



Difficulties to read and write emerge progressively



Motoric problems increases



Some long term memories might become impaired



Psychological aspects become visible like irritability, crying, outbursts of aggression, delusions
(illusions) and wandering
Severe impairment in judgement or very poor judgement
Problems with controlling the urinary bladder and bowels; Incontinence




Late stage AD
The situation develops further. The close family has problems managing everything alone. The person loses
the ability to respond to the external world. To have a meaningful conversation is impossible. Sometimes
basic movements become impossible. Memory became rapidly deficient. The person needs help with easy
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daily tasks; he becomes a 100% patient. Personality changes occur in most patients in this stage. Please
remember the patient as he was before – this is AD talking, NOT the patient!

Common markers for Late stage AD:
















Need help 24/7; cannot do anything alone – Full care
Do not have awareness of experiences
Normally a complicated mood
He develops a problem with mobility; a problem that evolve to more basic physical functioning as to
swallow.
Real communicating is closing down
Often visual problems
Might have problems of eating
Vulnerable to infections; pneumonia
Problems with thinking
Problems with speaking; simple phrases and single words. Finally, loss of ability.
Understands emotional signals
Repeat topics, if communicative
Increased anxiety and paranoid thinking; some anger
Extreme apathy and almost total lack of mobility
Death occurs due to external factors like ulcers or pneumonia; not due to AD

Sometimes it is practically to divide AD into even more subgroups to find where the patient is located on the
timeline.26 The most understandable model are the eight stages of AD. Here we locate the patient after
simple indicators and find more or less an expression of the development of the disease. Unfortunately, we
normally discover AD at the moderate stage, meaning we have overseen almost four of the stages! 27
Eight stages of AD
Appears normal
 No special symptoms
Very mild
 Slight cognitive decline
Mild
 Starts to forget - forgetful
Moderate
 Family notice aspects
Moderately severe
 Need some help
Severe
 Depressed and problems with personal care
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Very severe
 24/7 care
Terminal
 Loss of speech, locomotion, no control of urination and defecation, consciousness and finally death
Another way to see the development of AD is through the 4.5 model. This model consists of four main
points28,29 and is measuring five vital aspects for AD. Many like this model since it explains what aspect that
is disturbed.
4.5 model of AD
Table 1 The 4.5 model of the severity of Alzheimer’s Disease30
Level

Memory

Language

V-S skills

Executive
function

ADL

MCI

REDUCED

NORMAL

NORMAL

MINIMAL

NORMAL

Mild

REDUCED

DECREASED

MILDLY

REDUCED

FLUENCY

REDUCED

MILDLY
REDUCED

STRONGLY

DECREASED

MODERATELY

REDUCED

COMPOSITION

REDUCED

NO

NO

SEVERE

Moderate

Severe

INSTRUMENTS

MODERATELY

REDUCED DAILY

REDUCED

ACTIVITIES

UNTESTABLE

DEPENDENT

REDUCED

Note: MCI= Mild Cognitive Impairment31, V-S = Visuospatial abilities, ADL= Activities in Daily life32. Sometimes
it helps to understand the 4.5 model if we grade the severity on a scale of 10, 10 being the worse. When we
want to say something about how mild or how moderate is the AD.

What is actually AD?
First we do not know what AD is! Then, AD is normally connected to a loss of neurons and synapses in
the cerebral cortex and some subcortical regions33. Resulting in atrophy in the brain specially in parts of
the temporal - and parietal lobe, and the frontal cortex and cingulate gyrus. Another aspect is amyloid
plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in AD brains. These plaques are dense, insoluble deposits of betaamyloid peptide and cellular material outside and around neurons. Tangles (neurofibrillary tangles) has
become hyperphosphorylated and accumulates inside the cells. Age creates some plaque and tangles. AD
creates a huge amount in the temporal lobe. We might say that AD is caused by plaque accumulation
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(abnormally folded amyloid beta protein) and tau protein in the brain. Tau is a protein that stabilizes the
microtubules. When a person suffers from AD we find Tau creates a problem with a pairing with other
threads; something that causes neurofibrillary tangles.

The Causes to AD
No fixed reason or origin to AD is found, but it exists four different strong theories and some other relevant
hypothesis.34,35

1. Genetics
It is thought that the genetic component or heritability of Alzheimer's disease is a place between 50 / 80%.
Genetic origin starts normally before age 65; early onset familial Alzheimer's disease. Most cases of
Alzheimer's disease are termed sporadic AD where both environmental and genetic differences only act
as risk factors. Some mutations might increase the risk of developing AD with 500%.36
2. Cholinergic hypothesis
This hypothesis is the origin to most chemical treatments of AD today. The hypothesis says that AD is caused
by reduced synthesis of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. We also know that many do not support this
hypothesis since the medicine following this logic seems to work poorly. 37, 38, 39, 40

3. Amyloid hypothesis
This hypothesis tells us that an extracellular amyloid beta (Aβ) deposits are the cause of AD. The gene for
the amyloid precursor protein (APP) on chromosome 21 supports this hypothesis. This hypothesis has been
moderated to state that the origin to AD is a close relative of the beta-amyloid protein, and not necessarily
the beta-amyloid itself. AD might involve an innate immune activation of microglial expressed Toll-like
receptors regulated through the myeloid differentiation protein 88 (MyD88) pathway. Impaired innate
immune responses may play a role in AD pathology.41, 42
4. Tau hypothesis
This hypothesis states that AD comes from a change in tau protein that lead to the disintegration of
microtubules in brain cells.43, 44
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5. Other hypotheses
As we know it exists many hypotheses for AD. One of the more common “other hypothesis” is Herpes
simplex virus type 1. A brain HSV-1 infection might create an AD pathogenesis that might activate
intracellular pathways leading to typical AD molecular hallmarks. Creating a bound between HSV-1 in the
CNS and an “AD-like” cognitive decline. Research have shown that infections, mostly virus, might contribute
to AD pathogenesis.45 Due to this virus close relation to susceptible versions of theapoE gene.46, 47 Others
include an imbalance in the cellular homeostasis of ionic copper, iron, and zinc.48 Others clams that AD
comes from an increased intake of aluminum and smoking.49 Extremely low frequency electromagnetic fields
is said to increase the AD risk50. Other theories clam that AD comes with age and that myelin breaks down
with age.51

Mechanism of AD
We do not know how the beta-amyloid peptide creates AD. Different hypothesis provides us with different
explanations. Most commonly we say that the accumulation of beta-amyloid peptides trigs neuron
degeneration. The accumulation act toxic and disrupt the cell's calcium ion homeostasis. This will make the
cell induces its own programmed cell death. Inflammation’s will start as a result of tissue damage; not
necessarily due to AD. Possible the inflammations will stimulate to an increase in speed.52

How to diagnose AD?
Normally we look at the presentation of signs, symptoms and the medical history. Today, we find it more
common than before to use CT, MRI and PET to exclude other pathologies.53
Criteria’s for AD
A microscopic examination of brain tissue is often seen as the best way to get a definitive diagnosis, but as
you understand it is far too late. For patients that is alive we might use the Eight cognitive domains
(memory, language, perception, attention, constructive abilities, orientation, problem solving and functional
abilities) to search for changes. This is normally called Neuropsychological profiling. Bottom end this is where
the person has to copy drawings, remember words, read, remember, and subtract serial numbers. We are
searching for obvious cognitive impairment. It is also important to investigate the family history and the
observations of others about decay in daily abilities.54
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Common treatments for AD
There is no definitive cure for AD today(!) and the treatment is more of a palliative nature than curative; IF
any effect at all. Let us look closer to the treatments we have today.55,56
Medication
More than 400 pharmaceutical treatments had been investigated in over 1,500 clinical trials. The
medicaments have only shown marginal effects and most likely no significant effect! Today we use these five
medications to treat cognitive problems in AD:


Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors (tacrine, rivastigmine,galantamine and donepezil)57



NMDA receptor antagonist (memantine)58

What we know are that a preventative use of Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) might reduce
the development of AD through reducing the inflammation related to amyloid plaque. The only sad fact
connected to NSAID is that it has to be taken PREVENTIVELY, meaning BEFORE the person develop AD. 59

Since AD cause a reduction in the activity of the cholinergic neurons we find the use of Acetylcholinesterase
inhibitors to reduce the break down rate of acetylcholine (ACh). This causes a relative increasing
concentration of ACh in the brain. The effect is a little better than speculative. Of the five medicines we find
only Donepezil used for advanced AD. We find side effects as nausea, vomiting, muscle cramps, bradycardia,
weight loss, decreased appetite and gastric acid .

Lifestyle
Intellectual activities as reading, playing board games, musical instruments, and social interaction reduce the
risk for AD. The explanation for this effect are the cognitive reserve theory that explain how use of the brain
create a more efficient neural functioning and thereby also a cognitive reserve that might delays dementia.
This is why it is recommendable to study and to engage in physical activity to reduce the risk of AD. 60,61

Diet
A healthy diet might help against AD. If a person consumes a lot of saturated fats and simple carbohydrates
(mono- and disaccharide) we find the risk to increase. A moderate use of alcohol (normally red wine) might
lower the risk of AD. Vitamins and minerals have not shown any effect against AD.62
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Other medication administrations
AD is often associated with behavioral out bursts as aggression and psychosis.63 That is why sometimes
Antipsychotic drugs are administrated. This medicament might cause stroke, movement difficulties, a rapid
cognitive decline and an increased mortality. It is found that the herpes simplex virus HSV-1 collocate with
amyloid plaques; something that might indicate that AD could be treated with antiviral medication. In
Chinese medicine this would indicate a use of 八角 Bājiǎo, Star Anis (Anís estrellado) in the treatment of AD.
Psychosocial intervention
It exists many different psycho social interventions; most without ANY scientific backing. The most frequent
therapy is a room for sensory integration therapy; art, music, exercise and pet therapy. This is normally used
as an extra treatment beside the medicaments. The focus is normally on dementia and not directly on AD.
This therapy will not improve the condition of the person with AD, but perhaps give the patient something to
do. The usefulness might be questioned. The main goal with psychosocial intervention is to experience the
surrounding to understand his place, and to improve the capacities by exercitation of mental abilities. The
overall focus is on changing in routine.64

Caregiving
The focus should be on the safety of the patient and to reduce the burden on the caretaker. Since AD creates
a down going spiral stronger measures need to be taken as the disease evolves. Important key words are
care, protection, palliative and attentive. The more the caretaker understands about AD, the calmer the
patient will be; less frustrated.65

The Prognosis for AD
Normally AD goes relatively undetected for some years. From detection to death, we estimated an average
six years of life; less than 3% live more than 14 years. The younger a person are when he gets AD, the longer
he lives; men tend to live shorter than women. From detection we will find increased cognitive problems,
lowering of functional levels, increased chance of falling, and problems with the neurological examination.
The most common cause of death among AD patients is bronchopneumonia; 77%. 66,67

Acupuncture and Chinese medicine
The last 3000 years we find an extensive use of acupuncture in China to treat a great amount of different
diseases.68 The core aspect in acupuncture is the manipulation of Qi with the use of special needles on
distinct points on the skin.69 Through regulating Qi it is believed that diseases will be cured. It exists two god
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small studies that shows positive effects of acupuncture on AD.70 The results were an improvement of life
quality through increasing the verbal - and motor skills in the patient. Beside that it was also proven an
increased mood and cognitive function.71 Since AD often gives anxiety and depression in the patient
acupuncture research have shown improvement in the mood (reduced anxiety and depression) and
increased energy in AD patients. The patients got acupuncture treatment 2-3 times a week for three months.
Another investigation gave seven days with acupuncture with three days of rest for one complete month.
The results with the AD patients were a significant better memory and an improved memory. It was also
recorded an increased motor ability and better verbal skills. We might start to construct a conclusion that
acupuncture might help AD patients with the memory issues and to regulate the emotional aspects. 72,73
Acupuncture and AD
Western medicine has modest effect (if any) on AD in early stages. It has been a tradition to use Ginko biloba
to stimulate the blood circulation in the brain. In Chinese medicine it is one hot treatments of AD these days.
This is the administration of an alkaloid drug; huperzine A. This drug is taken from the herb Huperzia. In
short Huperzia inhibits the breakdown of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. Thereby more acetylcholine
became available for normal brain functions. The herb in itself does not contain enough active
substance.74,75

General TCM analysis of AD
There is no direct diagnosis in Chinese medicine for AD, but this does not mean that Chinese medicine ignore
the problem.76 As mentioned before often AD is intimately connected to kidney zang; responsible for
reproduction, growth, and aging. Kidney zang also control the bone marrow; including the brain and spinal
cord. Further on kidney zang age the place we store our kidney essence, a combination of acquired – and
congenital essence; our genetic inheritance.77 Most classical aging symptoms are related to the kidney zang,
such as gray hair, loss of memory, and hearing impairment.78 It is also common to relate an age-related
adrenal gland slowdown to kidney zang. Here it is nice to remember that stress will affect the adrenal glands
and thereby accelerate the aging process.79 Aging are often intimately related to AD, making a kidney
essence xu a part of AD. Chinese medicine would recommend to stimulate kidney zang and especially kidney
essence to avoid this degeneration that activated AD. Acupuncture have shown some effect on AD, then
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specially on certain neurotransmitters in the brain and nerve regeneration. Research have indicated that
acupuncture induced increased serotonin levels explain its effect on controlling pain and stress
management. We should not forget the acupuncture effect on promoting the blood circulation to the brain
and the research verified improvements on memory and concentration abilities.80

The brain is considered to be a part of the Kidney zang and is nourished by the kidney.81 This is why all
problems related to the brain is treated with different types of kidney tonics.82 Common kidney tonics are
placenta, rehmannia, and cistanche. Sometimes we also find a use of kidney essence astringents; rose fruit
and schizandra. To stimulate qi and xue (blood) that indirectly nourish the kidney essence it is common to
use astragalus, polygonatum, and tang-kuei.83,84

The cognitive functions of the brain are related to Shen and thereby regulated by heart zang.85 Kidney zang
nourishes Heart zang with Yin and thereby gives substance to Heart.86 Heart regulates the circulation of Xue
(blood) in the brain. Aspects like cognition and memory would become disrupted if heart qi is in imbalance.
This might be an imbalance caused by an altered palpitation or an obstruction of phlegm/ qi stagnation.87 It
is a tradition to treat cognition and memory related problems with herbs like zizyphus, biota, polygala, and
acorus. Heart Yang and qi are normally stimulated with various herbs. Most popular are patented herbal
combinations to regulate heart zang and kidney zang and to increase qi; Bu Nao Wan (Brain Tonic Pills)
and Jian Nao Wan (Healthy Brain Pills).88

In 1637 we find a chapter about Chidai or dementia in a book called Jingyue Quanshu, Collected Works of
Zhang Jingyue.89 The main focus in the chapter is the collapse of Yuan qi and the contamination of impure qi
in Heart zang, the meridians and collaterals. Zhang uses a strengthening therapy to make qi strong to expel
the impure qi from the body. The herbal formula used includes the following herbs: ginseng, rehmannia, tangkuei, atractylodes, zizyphus, baked licorice, and polygala.
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In 1690 we find another book called Bianzheng Lu, Manual of Medical Differenciation written by Chen
Shiduo.90 Chen explains in the book that dementia develops from a liver qi stagnation. Emotional problems
elevate the activity of qi in Hun. The elevated activity in Hun transforms into liver qi stagnation. 91 Then Chen
continues writing that Liver zang overacts stomach fu and creates a stomach qi xu state.92 A stomach qi xu
will create undigested food something that results in obstructive Phlegm. After this explanation Chen states
that treating Phlegm is treating Dementia. His treatment principle was to strengthen Spleen - and stomach
qi, resolve Phlegm and promote heart qi.93 The herbal formula to manage this is Su Xin Tang:94 ginseng,
hoelen, pinellia, bupleurum, coptis, evodia, gardenia, aconite, tang-kuei, peony, and zizyphus. In the same
book we also find herbs like shenchu, arisaema, and acorus used in the treatment of dementia. When
reading this we cannot say that dementia is not connected to the digestive system. When using the
terminology related to Chinese medicine we find that spleen and stomach is related to the mental aspect of
Yi. Yi are connected to our mental aspect of thinking and cognition; creating a relation between Yi and
dementia.95
Around year 1890 we find a man named Wang Qingren stating that dementia was caused by a deficiency of
marrow.96 Chinese medicine states that marrow fills the brain.97 Wang also stated that stagnant Xue clogging
the orifices create dementia. The formula Wang used to treat dementia were Tong Qiao Huo Xue Tang:98 red
peony, cnidium, persica, carthamus, onion, musk, jujube mixed with rice wine. 99 This way of analyzing
dementia in AD is still the leading explanation within Chinese medicine.
Degenerative changes in tissues are normally caused by heat in xue, and usually treated by herbs and
acupuncture that promote local blood circulation and to stimulate the deficient organ.100 Shen is get its qi and
jing from kidney zang. If a person has some problems in the brain Chinese medicine normally treat it with
kidney – and qi stimulators.101 Common tonics are Dìhuáng (地黄) or Gān dìhuáng (干地黄), in latin rehmannia
and the famous rénshēn (人参) or ginseng. We need to be aware of the fact that Chinese medicine are
individualized. Something that means that the actual treatment is based on a differential diagnosis.102

Chinese medicine empathies that the treatment should begin at once we discover signs of AD. Remember
that AD is in its essence a degeneration of brain cells, cells that never will come back. Further on AD is also
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intimately connected to a plaque in the brain, a plaque that most likely will stay there forever. Preventative
use of Chinese medicine is out most importance, but palliative use is also crucial to preventing further
degeneration AND to help the remaining brain cells. Chinese medicine clams that a full cure might only be
achieved by early detection.103

Alzheimer's disease is normally differentiated into six distinct groups. Each group got different pathology and
explanation to the cause of AD. This six groups might be congenital by origin and be stored in the kidney
essence.
1. Spleen qi xu (deficiency), with phlegm and stagnating Xue (blood) obstructing the orifices
to Shen (the brain).104
2. Liver qi stagnation, with entanglement of qi, accumulation of phlegm, and stagnating Xue
(blood).105
3. Hot phlegm clogging the orifices.106
4. Spleen and kidney yang xu (deficiency), with phlegm and stagnating xue (blood) obstructing
the orifices to the brain.107
5. Liver - and kidney yin xu (deficiency), with phlegm and stagnating xue (blood) obstructing
the orifices and with generation of internal wind.108
6. Qi and blood stagnation, obstructing the orifices to Shen (the brain).109

We need to remember that Chinese medicine is applied differently for different people.110 Everything
depends on the diagnosis and the treatment principle. The supreme goal behind all Chinese medicine are to
obtain a free flow of qi; making the core goal in the diagnostic process to identify the imbalances in the qi of
the patients. Following this all therapy will be individualized. A famous study Shanghai Geriatric Institute of
Chinese Medicine on 131 AD patients concluded that 71% improved and 20% worsened, and in the control
group (donepezil) 56% improved and 35% worsened. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
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concluded with that the patients had got an improved neural connectivity. Their conclusion was that Chinese
medicine might improve cognitive functioning in AD (mild and moderate type).111

Chinese herbal medicine have pointed out some herbs and chemicals that might have some efficiency on
AD.112,113,114 I recommend you to look at the references on this herbal remedies; most of them is repeated in
other articles.

The most promising herbal remedies used by Chinese medicine in AD treatment:
蛇足石杉, Qian Ceng Ta/ Jin Bu Huan or Huperzine A (HupA): An extract from the plant Huperzia serrata are
used. HupA is traditionally used to treatcommon problems as fever, swelling, and blood disorders. In the
recent years also in the treatment of AD. The effect is as a selective inhibitor of acetylcholine esterase.
115,116,117,118,119, 120

白果, Bai guo, Ginkgo biloba: An extract from the Ginkgo tree; most common EGb 761. Ginkgo biloba is
traditionally used to treat circulatory problems, asthma, vertigo, tinnitus and qi xu (fatigue). Beside this we
find Ginkgo biloba also used for hundreds of years to treat memory loss related to a disturbed xue (blood)
circulation. As a result of this we find Ginkgo biloba used in many age related problems, and to improve
cognitive functioning, neuropsychiatric symptoms and functional abilities in AD patients.121,122,123,124, 125, 126

姜黄素, Jiāng huáng sù or Curcumin: An extract from Turmeric or Curcuma longa, a member of the ginger
family. Curcumin is traditionally used to treat inflammatory problems as an anti-inflammatory agent and an
anti-viral.127 Curcumin very popular in the treatment of different types of arthritis and viral gastrointestinal
problems. Since AD are intimately related to inflammations we find curcumin used in the treatment of AD as
an anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory remedy. The problem with curcumin is our poor
absorption.128,129,130,131,132,133
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毛柳甙 Máoliǔdài Salidroside: An extract from the rhizome of Rhodiola rosea L. Salidroside is traditionally
used as a stimulant (tonic), neuroprotective, antioxidative and anti-aging agent. In AD treatment we find
salidroside used for the neuroprotective affect.134,135, 136

积雪草, Ji Xue Cao or Centella asiatica L: An extract from the Centella asiatica leaf are used. Centella asiatica
is traditionally used to strengthen the nervous function, enhance the memory, reduce inflammations and to
increase qi connected to liver qi stagnation and hyperactivity of Yang in kidney zang. Possible we will find a
good effect on the more mental aspects of AD as well as on the inflammation aspects.137,138,139

睡茄, Shui Qie, Withania somnifera, Ashwagandha, Indian ginseng or winter cherry: An extract from the
Withania somnifera root is used. Withania somnifera is traditionally used to reduce heat in the body;
inflammations.140,141 Perhaps the presence of nicotine in this herb is the explanation to its effect on the
cognitive functions and the preventative effect on AD.142,143,144,145

长春花, Zhǎngchūn huā, Periwinkle-vinca minor or Vinpocetine: An extract from Vinca minor.
Vinpocetine are often sold under the brand names Cavinton and Intelectol; the chemical name is ethyl
apovincaminate. Vinpocetine is traditionally used to stimulate the circulation of xue (blood) in Shen (the
Brain/ cerebral blood-flow), anti-inflammatory and for the neuroprotective effects. Making Vinpocetine
commonly used in the treatment of AD. The vasodilation effect gives more blood out to the cells. The
nootropic effect will improve the memory and the cerebral metabolism; to improve the glucose and oxygen
consumption by the brain.146,147,148

香蜂草, Xiang Feng Cao, Melissa officinalis, Toronjil or Labiatae: An extract from the Melissa officinalis leaf
are used. Melissa officinalis is traditionally used to reduce the activity in Hun (calming), stimulate qi and to
promote the free flow of qi.149 Frequently we find this herb used in the treatment of migraines, depression,
melancholia, neurotic behavior and hysteria. Applied directly on the skin we fin Melissa officinalis relax the
nerves there, and thereby treat eczema, herpes and atopic eczema. 150 AD have behavioral changes as one of
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its main symptoms, and Melissa officinalis might be used to relax the elevated nervous system (agitation) in
the AD patient; mildly sedate.151,152

遠志, Yuan Zhi or Polygala tenuifolia willd: An extract from the Polygala tenuifolia root are used. Polygala is
traditionally used increase qi in Shen and in heart zang. It is also a tradition to use polygala to promote the
free flow of qi; to calm down persons. For persons with an active AD we might find this herb useful through
its mild sedation.153 This mild sedation will often promote the activity in Shen and create a stronger mental
functioning.154 As a result, we find better understanding, stronger character and a better memory. In short
polygala tenuifolia might be used to treat psychoneurological problems.155,156

茯苓, Fúlíng, Wolfiporia extensa (Peck) or Poria cocos: An extract from the fungi Poria cocos are used. Poria
cocos are traditionally used to treat three diseases spleen qi xu, reduce the activity in Hun (calm the mind)
and to cause urination. The effect on AD might be seen through the effect on reducing the mental stress and
calming the mind. When the mind is calm it get easier for the AD patient to think.157,158

何首乌, Hé Shǒu Wū , Fallopia multiflora, Polygonum multiflorum or FoTi: An extract from Fallopia multiflora
are used. Fallopia are traditionally used to increase the memory capacity and DLS (daily living score) among
AD patients.159, 160

远志, Yuanzhi, Thinleaf milkwort root or Polygala tenuifolia: An extract from Thinleaf milkwort root are used.
Thinleaf milkwort root are traditionally used to treat respiratory problems as sore throat and colds, but also
snakebites. The main effect we find on the bronchial membranes and the expelling of phlegm. The effect on
AD patients might be seen through the increased oxygenation of the mind and its secondary effects on the
improved function of Shen.161

丹参, Dānshēn, Salvia miltiorrhiza, red sage or Labiatae: An extract from the Salvia miltiorrhiza root. Salvia m
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iltiorrhiza is traditionally used to reduce heat in xue (blood), harmonize heart zang and to reduce the activity
in Hun. Something that indicate the use are problems related to the blood circulation, inflammation, anti-oxi
dant and to insomnia.162 One of the characteristics of AD is inflammation of the brain.163,164
It exists many Chinese medical herbs that show some effect on AD in clinical practice and in some scientific
research. Some of the most promising herbs now days are Radix Polygoni Multiflori (Heshouwu), Rhizoma
Panacis Japonici (Zhujieshen/ Panax Ginseng) Rhizoma Acori Tatarinowii (Shichangpu), Caulis Bambusae In
Taeniam (Zhuru), Rhizoma Pinelliae (Banxia), Poria (Fuling) and Radix palygalae (Yuanzhi). Time will show if
they have a place in the treatment of AD.

Acupuncture has been used in treating AD for hundreds of years; often parallel to Chinese herbal
medicine.165 Even though we still do not know the origin to AD or have found a cure for AD. We find
treatment of AD mainly being of a palliative and symptomatic nature. Acupuncture is no exception from
western medicine on this point. Entering this territory acupuncture and Chinese medicine got a huge
research technical problem when it comes to do double blind randomized studies. The treatment is
individualized and the actual treatment cannot be blinded for the treating doctor. The fundamental criteria
for scientific research is difficult to meet fully. Beside these technicalities we also find it difficult to find
founding’s to do this type of research due to multiple reasons such as skepticism, lack of future income and
formal academic connections; making most research “homemade” and of a more than needed superficial
nature. Often we find Acupuncture and Chinese medicine being judged based on what exist (how else
should a judgement be done?). The classical criticism goes directly on the methodological quality such as
randomization, allocation of needles, description of the patient and blinding of the assessor. Judging based
on the existing research is often a depressing field. Little clinical evidence for effect against AD exist. Of 17
studies only 3 meet the inclusion criteria, and of this two studies none showed any significant effect. Due to
this meta study acupuncture were correctly concluded to not demonstrate effectiveness for AD. 166 It is sad
that a 3000 years old treatment method is declared ineffective due to technicalities.

Most acupuncture treatment are angled towards AD symptoms and to prevent worsening of AD. Many
acupuncturists follow a more holistic approach when treating their patients.167 AD is only ONE of many signs
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and symptoms in the body. Their treatment is angled towards the origin of the diseases or the weak spot in
the body. Some of the traditionalists also follow the 养生 Yǎng sheng concept. Yang sheng mean to make
the strong – stronger. You cure from healthy in the direction of sick. It is illogical from a Yang sheng point of
view to treat sick. All treatment should be on what is working and make the body’s own healing mechanisms
start regulating the sick; saludo genesis.168 Modern ( jet limited) research has shown us that AD might be
successfully be treated with acupuncture. The cognitive improvement is significant better an acupuncture
treatment; increased in the activity in the temporal lobe and prefrontal lobe (memory and cognitive
functions).169,170 The problem is both a limited amount of AD patients in studies and their quality, but the
results are promising. Still acupuncture and Chinese herbal medicine do not constitute any cure for
AD.171,172,173

A study published in 2008 by Zhou and Jin we find that acupuncture on the four classical acupuncture points
Shenmen (HT 7), Zusanli (ST 36), Fenglong (ST 40) and Taixi (KI 3) demonstrated right main hemisphere
activations (temporal lobe, such as hippocampal gyrus, insula, and some area of parietal lobe) and left
activated regions (temporal lobe, parietal lobule, some regions of cerebellum) measured with fMRI.174 The
regions correlated with the impaired brain areas for AD patients. Another study conducted by Wang, Nie, Li
et al on AD patients using Hegu (Li4) and Tai chong (Liv3) showed a changed brain activity among the AD
patients; several regions (mostly in the temporal lobe and frontal lobe) changed its activity level compared
to the control group.175 This partly confirm previous indications that say that Chinese medicine is a good way
of treating the cognitive impairment of AD.176 Another research paper from Zhu, Guo and Shao about the
progress of research on mechanisms of acupuncture intervention of Alzheimer’s disease concludes that
acupuncture formulated according to syndrome differentiation will improve the clinical curative effect of
acupuncture; meaning they recommend a Chinese medicine syndrome differentiation of the AD patient. 177
Symptomatic treatment of AD does not have the same potent effect.

Since high quality research on acupuncture and AD is relatively missing. We might look closer on the
explanation of AD according to Chinese medicine and acupuncture to perhaps create a hypothesis for the AD
origin. Let us start with analyzing the symptom complex of AD through the theories of Acupuncture. We
normally consider AD in five steps of degeneration over an 8-year period. First we observe some early brain
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changes. Chinese medicine group this early changes to Shen as the functional mind and to the kidney
essence. The kidney essence is related to both the congenital essence and the acquired essence; making the
first signs of AD a matter of kidney zang, congenital essence and Shen. After the brain changes start to
progress we also find a decline in the thinking emerge. Cognition and thinking in Chinese medicine are
initially related to Spleen zang. All mental activity is guided by the personal psychic qi or the mental strength
of the person if you prefer. The main mental control is done by Shen. Shen receive information from Hun
(the mental aspect of liver zang) pass information on to Zhi (the mental aspect of kidney zang) for so to
decide to do something, rethink or discard a plan. This complete system is stored and managed by the
congenital essence. Giving us this first step in the subclinical period of AD seen from Chinese medicine. The
person has AD stored in the congenital essence. This tells us that AD is by origin genetically based. The first
that happens after the activation of the congenital essence are a weakening of the psychic qi and an
interruption of Shen causing a reduced qi in Shen. The decline in thinking are mere a reduction of the Shen
activity and not so much a reduction in a cognitive process. As the disease moves on we find the person
gradually have problems with the memory. Most commonly we find short time memory start to develop
problems, and on a later stage the long time memory. The short time memory is related to the mental
aspect of Spleen zang; normally we call this aspect for Yi. The AD patient start to forget smaller issues from
present, and gradually start to forget older aspects. Old memories are related to the mental aspect of Kidney
zang; normally called Zhi. Making the progress go as follows. First something makes the congenital essence
start weakening the psychic qi. We find Shen become more deficient and makes more and more mistakes. As
Shen qi xu worsen we also observe that Yi qi become deficient. Manifested through a problem with the short
time memory. As Yi develop its qi xu we also observe that Zhi develop a qi xu as older memories fades away.
In Chinese medicine Shen gives Yang to Yi. A Shen yang xu will give a Yi yang xu. Yi receive Yang from Zhi. As
Yi develops its qi xu we find a drainage of Zhi yang. The gradual weakening of Zhi yang will reach a point in
time where zhi is not capable to complete its own tasks. Then we find a deficiency of the long term memory.
Of course, we have to remember that Shen also gives Yang to Zhi. As Shen weakens Zhi will follow. First we
find manifestations in Yi since Yi is more exposed for yang deficiency. Since the psychic qi is intimately
related to the function of the brain we find confusion grow stronger as the yang xu increases. After a while
the person gets so in lack of usable information that he starts to have problems with normal day to day
activities as personal hygiene, clothing and eating. As Zhi and Yi get more and more deficient of yang we find
Shen still working, but more amputated than before. Since Shen depends on new information from Yi and
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stored old information from Zhi to function well we find Shen do more and more mistakes. When the psychic
qi xu have reached its Duliang (tolerance) we find a total collapse as the person lose the ability to
communicate and to recognize family. In many ways we might say that the person has lost his Hun; his
etheric soul. Left is just Po, the corporal soul. The ironical in everything is as we know, a degeneration of Po
caused by the congenital essence is the original reason to the AD symptoms.

Here it stops. Western medicine treat symptoms and the results is questionable. Chinese medicine basically
do the same. Research gives indications, but no conclusions. The main problem is the unknown origin of AD.
We do not really know what it is. Chinese medicine is a good tool to find origins to diseases. In the next
article we are going to dig deep into AD through Chinese medicine. We are going to dedicate or full attention
to the analytical system of Chinese medicine and Chinese psychology. We will look closer to the distinct
stages of AD and create an explanation of the pathophysiology according to Chinese medicine. In the next
article you will find deep thinking and Chinese medical analysis and no references.
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